
Warning:  Undefined array key "HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE" in /home/clients/822862592bf357609c50704c37de8f0c/var/www/hotel-spider-website/index.php on line 33



Deprecated:  Locale::acceptFromHttp(): Passing null to parameter #1 ($header) of type string is deprecated in /home/clients/822862592bf357609c50704c37de8f0c/var/www/hotel-spider-website/index.php on line 33
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    YOUR ALL-IN-ONE ONLINE
HOTEL DISTRIBUTION
SOLUTION

                

            

            
            
                
                    
                        

    Boost your hotel’s online
sales with Hotel-Spider

                        
                        

    

    Hotel-Spider is a Swiss-made, cloud-based, all-in-one online distribution system for hotels. Our simple goal: to increase your hotel’s visibility and online sales all while saving you time.
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    Save time and drive online sales 
with Hotel-Spider
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                                                    Try Hotel-Spider for free now!

                                                
                            Curious but not convinced? Experience Hotel-Spider’s many benefits for yourself.



Test our hospitality distribution platform for free for 30 days.
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                                                    Live English-speaking support 

                                                
                            Our team walks you through a personalized setup and helps get you started.



Got a question or have an issue? Our English-speaking customer support has your back.
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                                                    Fully secured
data

                                                
                            Work worry-free with our PCI DSS- and PSD2-compliant, GDPR-conform, and SSL-secured cloud-based platform. We uphold security standards and stay current with new regulations, so you don’t have to.
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                                                    Easy to use, flexible hotel extranet

                                                
                            Increase and manage your online sales with an intuitive, adaptive, and multi-language hotel extranet. Customize your setup to maximize results and efficiency.

                        

                    

                

                    

                    


                

            

        

    
    
    

    
        
        

    

    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Frau Perren, Jolimont Ferienwohnungen

            We are very satisfied with the Channel Manager of Hotel-Spider.Customer service is always available and gives immediate support.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Patrick Tobler, Sporthotel Wildstrubel

            A fantastic and reliable product that is also regularly developed.Moreover, I also think the customer service is great, because their response time is very quick.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Kurpark Hotel

            Very good system, quick and easy handling, rapid problem solving, very competent and friendly contact persons make it work efficiently for us.We recommend it to 100%.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Saran SP

            Its a good journey with Hotel-Spider and I'm verymuch excited. A Swiss Hospitality Distribution Solution, ease of usability no much training required, intuitive design, great support and easy on anywhere.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Punit Galundia

            We have been associated from Hotel-Spider more than an year now. The services and regular update to their channel manager makes it easy for us to cope with with the dyanamic enviroment.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Wilhelm Kril, Pension Vanii, Rust

            I am very satisfied with Hotel-Spider, it works flawlessly with excellent service, I recommend it!



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Stefan Sächerl

            Outstanding Channel Manager at an attractive price.Easy to use and very user friendly.Support is very fast, helpful and friendly.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Michael Kröger, Hotel TOSKANA, Wiesbaden

            A great team.A great support.Fast, competent.Really highly recommended.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            easyapartments GmbH

            A good and easy to use Channel Manager, competent and prompt service for all inquiries.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Andi Fassbender, Hotel Widder, Zürich 

            We are very satisfied with the excellent service of Hotel-Spider! Worth recommending at all times!



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Florine Sommerhalder, Hotel Krafft, Basel 

            Friendly and professional service as well as competent and helpful support in various matters.



        

    
    



    
    
        
            

            

        

        
            Felix Helbling, Hotel Alexander Zürich 

            We have been working with Hotel-Spider for a very long time and I recommend this Channel Manager to every hotel with a good conscience. A solid platform, very good price/performance ratio, a lot of interfaces, which are constantly being extended.



        

    
    


        

    

    
        
			

                
                

    Our Services

                

            

            
                
                

    Hotel-Spider offers a suite of solutions that boost your online visibility, increase direct bookings and automate time-consuming manual processes. Pick the tools you need to complete your customized hotel tech stack and improve your results.


                

            

            
            
                    

            
                                                                                                                        	Booking Engine
	Channel Manager
	Multi-property reservation
	Meta connectivity
	Payment Solutions
	GDS Connection


            
                                 [image: ]       
              Booking Engine
       MORE direct bookings for

maximized hotel revenue
       Generate more commission-free reservations with Hotel-Spider’s mobile-first, conversion-focused booking engine. Seamless website integration is a piece of cake with our WordPress plug-in or the HTML widget
       Discover our booking engine
       
   

                 [image: ]       
              Channel Manager
       CENTRALIZED online distribution
       Automate your online sales on OTAs like Booking.com, Expedia, and 100+ more to save hours on manual work. Hotel-Spider links with your PMS, RMS, and all sales platforms via two-way integrations, making it the center of your online distribution.
       Start automating your online sales now
       
   

                 [image: ]       
              Multi-property reservation
       CUSTOMIZED reservation process
       Design a centralized, secure, custom booking process for a hotel chain, online booking platform, or mobile app. Hotel-Spider’s data, intelligence, and open API support you along the way.
       Build your custom reservation tool
       
   

                 [image: ]       
              Meta connectivity
       INCREASED online visibility via meta search sites
       Directly connect to meta search sites like Google, Trivago, and TripAdvisor and stand out on Google Hotel Ads. It’s time to attract new guests, gain more direct bookings and maximize your ROI on ad spend.
       Boost sales with Google & Trivago
       
   

                 [image: ]       
              Payment Solutions
       SIMPLIFIED, secured payment processes
       Automate real-time payment processing to save time and reduce your risk of not getting paid. Let guests pay in a secure PSD2-conform and PCI DSS-compliant environment with Hotel-Spider’s integrated hotel payment technology.
       What hotel payment services do for you
       
   

                 [image: ]       
              GDS Connection
       EXTENDED international reach
       Connect to GDSs to grow your exposure among international travel agents and tap into new lucrative markets. Work more efficiently by managing all negotiated rates on Amadeus, Sabre, WorldSpan, Galileo, Travelport, and Apollo directly in Hotel-Spider.
       Reach corporate travelers
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    We’re passionate about hotel tech and love sharing our know-how

                    Explore our recent articles, Hotel Techie videos, and announcements
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                                                        The power of Google Ads for Hotels
                                                

                                            
                                            What to look for in classic Google search ads How can you attract undecided customers to your hotel? And what are Performance Max campaigns good for? Find answers to these and other questions here! 
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                                                        Success Story of KHWAABGAAH
                                                

                                            
                                            Khwaabgaah is boutique homestay nestled in the picturesque Homestay in Tirthan Valley of Kullu, Himachal Pradesh. Unwind in one of the 7 boutique rooms, designed with utmost love and care. Each room promises a comfortable and luxurious stay that will make you feel right at home. Khwaabgaah was struggling to attract new guests and maximize its revenue. 
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                                                        Success Story of Kot Kailash
                                                

                                            
                                            Perched At 7800 Feet, High Above The Pristine Nature Reserve Of Kumaon Hills, Kot Kailash – Our First Experiential Retreat Rewards The Intrepid Travelers To A 100-year-old House Restored With Local Stone & Resources To Celebrate Kumaoni Culture.
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        Swiss made software    
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    Newsletter


                    

                    
                        

    Subscribe to our newsletter to receive news on our products and hotel management.
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ROUTE DE CHAMP-COLIN 18 CH-1260 NYON SWITZERLAND

                                

                            


                        	
                                

    
    

        
        Tel. +41 (0)22 360 03 70    

                            
	
                                                            


                        	
                                

    
    

        
        info@hotel-spider.com    
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